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Overview 

•  Status of inclusive SUSY searches 
•  Status of SMS motivated SUSY searches 
•  Planning for the future 
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Throughout I will try to point out issues  
where we need help from pheno community 



Evolution of SUSY Searches 
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Inclusive 
Signatures 

Searches  
optimized for 

topologies 

Searches  
optimized for  

holes in sensitivity 

cMSSM SMS Full Models 

This is (roughly) the progression both experiments are on. 



Status of 8TeV Results  for 
Inclusive Searches in CMS 
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Without b-tags With b-tags 
0-leptons 20/fb 
1-lepton 20/fb 
2 leptons OS 
2 leptons SS 11/fb 
>= 3 leptons 9/fb 9/fb 
1 photon 4/fb 
2 photons 4/fb 

We are still very far away from complete coverage !!! 

Discuss these 



HT vs MET vs b-tag fit 
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HT vs MET vs b-tag fit 
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HT vs MET vs b-tag 
Interpretation 
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Amusing Event 
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5 jets total of which 
3 are b-tagged 

 
HT = 1133GeV 
MET = 377GeV 



Large HT,MET, jets, 1-lepton  
•  ≥ 6 jets out of which ≥ 2 are b-tagged 

– pT > 40GeV, HT > 500GeV 
•  1 isolated e or µ w. pT > 20GeV 
•  Two Analyses: 

–  “Lepton Spectrum” Method: 
•  MET > 250GeV 
•  Use lepton spectrum to predict bkg MET spectrum 

–  “ST
lep vs Δϕ(W,lep)” Method: 

•  Bin in ST
lep = pTlep + MET for Δϕ(W,lep) > 1 

•  Use Δϕ(W,lep) < 1 to predict bkg 
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Results for “ST
lep” Method 
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No excess => setting limits !!! 



Interpretation 
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Comparison to other final states 
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Inclusive 0- & 1-lepton 
analyses missing 

•  Lower MET && larger Njet 
•  Fewer or no b-tags 
•  Lower HT && fewer b-tags 
•  Lower MET && Lower HT 
•  … 
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Basically, analyses targeting  
stop, RPV, compressed spectra, 

SUSY without b-quarks 

Even where we have 20/fb results, there is lot’s left to do. 



Coverage in SMS RPC topologies 
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Gluinos (almost) ok 
Squark Ok 
Stop Incomplete 
Sbottom Ok 
X+, X0 Incomplete 
Sleptons Incomplete 

We have a good starting point, but are far from complete. 

For overview of CMS@7TeV SMS results: 1301.2175 



Aside on “Compressed Spectra” 
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Modeling Jet Production

b

b

~
b

~
b

Close to the diagonal, we trigger 
and select the events only 
thanks to the associated jet 
production (e.g. ISR boost)

http://arxiv.org/pdf/1207.1613.pdf

Herbi K. Dreiner et al.

Fig. 1: A comparison of the uncertainty in the ISR jet pT distribution for the production of squarks (Mq̃ = 500 GeV) between
the parton shower prediction (green, light), MLM matching (pink, medium) and CKKW matching (blue, dark). The parton
shower uncertainty is found by varying the Pythia 6 and 8 parton showers between the ‘wimpy’ and ‘power’ settings [22].
The matching uncertainties are found in both cases by varying the matching scales between 50 and 200 GeV and additionally
for MLM matching by varying the parton shower between the ‘wimpy’ and ‘power’ settings. For the softer jet 3 (the first
unmatched jet), the relative uncertainty of the parton shower approach is reduced since the phase space for this emission is
better constrained.

In addition we would like a smooth transfer between the
different areas of validity. Finally, the prediction should
not have a significant dependence on the chosen match-
ing scale or parton shower. Within SUSY we have the
additional problem that we can double count events with
resonant propagators, which must be removed [22,25].

To independently check the predictions of the match-
ing algorithm, two approaches were used. First is the
integrated MLM [21] matching available in Madgraph 5
[25, 26] which is interfaced with the Pythia 6 shower [23].
To estimate the uncertainty, we varied the matching scale
between 50 and 200 GeV and independently the parton
shower between the ‘wimpy’ and ‘power’ settings. As seen
in Fig.1, this results in a significant reduction in the uncer-
tainty compared to the parton shower alone. The second
approach was the CKKW-L [19, 20] matching algorithm,
developed for Pythia 8 [24, 27]. It was adapted to work
with SUSY1 and gives consistent results to those obtained
with MLM matching, Fig.1.

Simplified Models. – In order to reduce the SUSY
parameter space and place model independent limits, we
use three simplified models. The idea is to investigate
the ‘worst case’ scenario for R-parity conserving SUSY.
We thus assume that either the first two generations of
squarks or the gluinos or both are quasi-degenerate with
the LSP. The degeneracy has the effect of making all of
the SUSY decays invisible to the detector as the produced
charged particles are too soft to be reconstructed. There-
fore, events with ISR are solely relied upon to set any
limits on the model.

1
We would especially like to thank Stefan Prestel for his invalu-

able help in adapting the algorithm.

Our first scenario is labeled the ‘Decoupled Gluino’
model, Fig.2(a). Here the first two generations of squarks
are quasi-degenerate with the LSP (1-100 GeV mass split-
ting) while the gluino is completely removed from the sce-
nario. The idea is to set a lower limit on the first two
generation squarks masses that is completely independent
of the gluino mass. The third generation of squarks are left
free (obviously heavier than the LSP) because in general
the Yukawa contribution to the running of the mass leads
to a splitting between these and the first two generations
of squarks. However, a degenerate contribution can easily
be added by simply rescaling the cross-section by 5/4 for
only sbottoms or 6/4 for stops as well.

The second scenario we name the ‘Decoupled Squark’
model, Fig.2(b). Here the gluino is quasi-degenerate with
the LSP (1-100 GeV mass splitting) and the first two gen-
erations of squarks are removed from the model. In the
limit that all squarks are removed from the scenario it
must be stated that the gluino becomes stable and a dis-
tinctive signal would therefore be seen as so called ‘R-
hadrons’. In fact, even for moderate squark masses it is
easy to make a gluino in a compressed spectra long-lived.
However, it is possible that the third generation squarks
could be much lighter than the other squarks. These could
mediate prompt gluino decay whilst having a negligible
impact on the search. Therefore we assume a prompt de-
caying gluino in this scenario as an interesting limiting
case.2

As a third scenario we consider the ‘Equal Mass’ model,
Fig. 2(c). Here, the gluino mass is set quasi-degenerate
with the LSP (1-100 GeV mass splitting) and the first two

2
Such models are already being investigated by the LHC collab-

orations. [28]

p-2

The use of ME+PS with 
matching reduces the 
uncertainty on the jet 

spectrum 
9

Thursday, April 18, 13

http://arxiv.orrg/pdf/1207.1613.pdf 
 

Close to diagonal we trigger & select  
because of ISR jet production.  

ME+PS reduces uncertainties, 
but needs validation in data. 

More details see M.Pierini at DESY workshop. 



Two Examples to explain  
problems with SMS strategy 

•  SUSY with RPV 
•  Direct Stop production in RPC  
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RPV Intro 

•  Three trilinear Yukawa couplings. 
•  Can result in a near infinitely diverse set of 

experimental observables. 
•  We pick illustrative examples rather than 

attempting completeness. 
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January 29, 2013Matthew Walker, Rutgers University

RPV Review

Three trilinear Yukawa couplings

The couplings violate lepton or baryon number 
convservation (in addition to R-parity)

Can result in either two or three body decays of 
sparticles to SM particles

Couplings chosen to have prompt decay and satisfy 
constraints from neutrino mass and proton decay

7
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RPV Stop Decays 
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LLE122 coupling 
e/µ e/µ ν top 

LLE233 coupling 
e/µ τ ν top .or. τ τ ν top 

LQD233 coupling 
   e/µ bt t .or. νbb t 

“Standard” stop to top X0,  
followed by RPV X0 decay 

Searched for in ≥3 leptons 
with ≤1 hadronic tau. 



≥3 leptons Analysis 
•  20/10 pT ee/eµ/µµ dilepton trigger 
•  Additional e/µ (tau) with pT>10 (20)GeV 
•  At most one hadronic tau out of 3(4) leptons 
•  All leptons are prompt and isolated 
•  Distinguish 3 (4) leptons with/without tau 
•  Bin in ST = MET + HT + pT of leptons 
•  Distinguish Z to dilepton events 
•  Distinguish ≥ 1 b-tag events 
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≥3 leptons Results 
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No Excess anywhere => Setting limits 

Choose ST binning to measures mass 
of stop irrespective of decay details. 

X0 masses 100 vs 1300GeV 
for blue dashed vs solid  

for stop mass 700 vs 1200GeV 

Z veto && b-tag 

!(Z veto && b-tag) 
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LLE122 coupling 
e/µ e/µ ν top 

LLE233 coupling 
e/µ τ ν top .or. τ τ ν top 

≥3 leptons Results 

Smaller eff. for tau => weaker limit! 
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LQD233 coupling 
   e/µ bt t .or. νbb t 

≥3 leptons Results 
7

Table 2: Kinematically allowed stop decay modes with RPV coupling λ�
233. The allowed neu-

tralino decay modes for mt < m�χ0
1
< m�t are �χ0

1 → µtb̄ + νbb̄.
region label kinematic region stop decay mode(s)

A mt < m�t < 2mt, m�χ0
1

�t → tνbb̄
B 2mt < m�t < m�χ0

1
�t → tµtb̄ + tνbb̄

C m�χ0
1
< m�t < mW + m�χ0

1
�t → �νb�χ0

1 + jjb�χ0
1

D mW + m�χ0
1
< m�t < mt + m�χ0

1
�t → Wb�χ0

1
E mt + m�χ0

1
< m�t �t → t�χ0

1
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Figure 3: 95% CL limits for stop mass in models with RPV couplings λ122, λ233, and λ
�
233 with

diagrams of the relevant RPV decays. For the couplings λ122 and λ233, the region to the left of
the curve is excluded. For λ

�
233, the region inside the curve is excluded. The different regions

on the λ
�
233 exclusion correspond to regions where the stop decays to different products and are

explained in Table 2.

Complicated BR x eff. 
=> Complicated exclusion 

 νbb dominates over e/µ bt  
in A,B and parts of E.   
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Final state b-jets Scenario(s)

(τ+j)(τ−j) 0 LQD332

(jj)(jj) 0, 2 UDD312/323

8j 4, 6 UDD312/323 with H̃ decaying via t̃; UDD213 with H̃
± → H̃

0

�
+
�
− + 6j 2, 4, 6

LQD232/233 with H̃/W̃ (unless decays via b̃L or b̃R)

LQD221/123 with W̃

τ
+
τ
− + 6j 2, 4, 6

LQD332/333 with H̃/W̃ (unless decays via b̃L or b̃R)

LQD321/323 with H̃-ν̃τ/τ̃L or W̃ (with or without χ̃± → χ̃
0)

τ
±
τ
± + 6j 2, 4 LQD321/323 with H̃-ν̃τ/τ̃L or W̃ , with χ̃

± → χ̃
0

tt+ 6j 2, 4 UDD212/213 with g̃/B̃; UDD213 with H̃

tt+ 4j +MET 2, 4, 6

LQD321/323 with g̃/B̃

LQD323/233/333 with H̃ decaying via b̃R

LQD232/233/332/333 with H̃/W̃ decaying via b̃L

LQD232/233/332/333 with B̃ (unless decays via t̃)

(tt or tt) + 6j 4, 6 UDD312/323 with H̃
± → H̃

0

tt+ 2τ + 4j
2, 4 LQD321/323 with g̃/B̃; LQD323 with H̃-b̃R

tt+ τ + 4j +MET

τ
+
τ
−
W

+
W

− + 2j

0 LQD323 with b̃Rτ +W
+
W

− + 2j +MET

W
+
W

− + 2j +MET

4 tops + 4j 4, 6 UDD312/323 with B̃

6j +MET 2, 4

LQD221/123/321/323 with W̃

LQD321/323 with W̃
± → W̃

0

LQD232/332 with W̃
± → W̃

0 (unless decays via t̃)

LQD323 with H̃
± → H̃

0 → b̃R

�+ 6j +MET 2, 4 LQD221/123 with W̃

τ + 6j +MET 2, 4
LQD321/323 with W̃ (with or without W̃± → W̃

0)

LQD323 with H̃
± → H̃

0 → b̃R

τ
+
τ
− + 2b + MET 2 LLE123/233 with heavy W̃

W
+
W

− + 4j 0 UDD213 with b̃R

Table 6: Dominant final states in scenarios for which the coverage is insufficient (for mstop � 500 GeV).

See tables 1–4 for more detailed descriptions of the scenarios mentioned. The chargino is assumed to decay

directly via a sfermion and its RPV coupling (rather than transition to a neutralino first), except where

explicitly noted otherwise. As before, couplings related by interchanging electrons and muons, or first and

second generation quarks, are listed just once. The second column indicates the possible number of b-jets

in each scenario (including those coming from top decays, where relevant).

to a diverse spectrum of possible final states, the current limits on many of which are very weak or
non-existent.

In table 6, the scenarios for which the limit on the stop mass does not exceed 500 GeV are

28

From 1209.0764 

RPV stop decay  
final states that we  
(at the time) did not  
cover well in either 

ATLAS or CMS. 



Aside on Relationship between Pheno 
Community and Experiments 

•  Doing interpretations is a major effort for the 
experiments given their culture. 

•  What should the experiments do to enable 
interpretations by others? 

•  Is there a guiding principle towards what 
interpretations should be done inside versus 
outside the experiments? 
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Status of RPC Stop SMS 

•  Presently, ATLAS and CMS use: 
–  “T2tt” = stop to top X0 only for real top 
–  “T2bw” = stop to b X+ followed by X+ to W X0 

•  Half a dozen different variants, all of which are essentially 
arbitrary and close to impossible to defend with a straight face. 

•  At the same time, the most serious low mass stop 
limit still comes from CDF. 
–  Plus several phenomenology papers estimating the 

ATLAS and CMS exclusion: 
•  1211.2997, 1211.4981, 1212.6847, … 
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Example: 1211.2997 
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3

ATLAS 7TeV, 4.7 fb!1 CMS 7TeV, 5.0 fb!1 LHC 8TeV, 20 fb!1

Signal region SR1/SR2/SR3/SR4

/ET [GeV] > 120/220/350/500 250/300/350/400 300

pj1T [GeV] > 120/220/350/500 (|!| < 2) 110 (|!| < 2.4) 150 (|!| < 2.4)

pj3T [GeV] < 30 30 50

!"(#j2, #/ET) > 0.5 !"(#j1,#j2) < 2.5

Lepton veto

$BSM
vis [fb] < 1920/170/30/6.9 (95% CL) 120/73.6/31.6/19 (95% CL) 22.7/37.9 (S/

!
B < 3/5)

TABLE I: Crucial kinematic cuts in the ATLAS [33] and CMS [34] monojet+ /ET analyses as well as that in our monojet + /ET

analysis for 20 fb!1 at the LHC with
!
s = 8TeV are tabulated. The observed 95% CL upper limits on the BSM visible cross

section $BSM
vis in the ATLAS and CMS analyses are provided, as well as the expected upper limits on $BSM

vis for S/
!
B = 3 and

5 in our analysis at 8TeV.

irreducible background Z(! !!̄)+jets is most important. To validate our MC results, we match the number of events
of the SM background in our simulation to those provided by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations. We find that
the corresponding rescaling factors of our simulation are 1.05, 0.97, 0.92 and 0.86 for the signal regions SR1, SR2,
SR3 and SR4 in the ATLAS analysis, while they are 0.98, 0.91, 0.96 and 0.97 for the signal regions with /ET > 250,
300, 350 and 400GeV in the CMS analysis. These rescaling factors are then applied to normalize the signal events of
t̃1t̃!1 + jets in our simulation.
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FIG. 1: The 95% CL exclusion limits by ATLAS and CMS monojet + /ET analyses at 7 TeV and signal significances predicted
at 8TeV in the mt̃1

-m!̃0
1
parameter plane of the t̃1-%̃

0
1 coannihilation scenario are provided. In contrast, the yellow and green

regions show the excluded regions by LEP and CDF, respectively.

The observed 95% CL exclusion limits on mass parameter space in the t̃1-"̃0
1 coannihilation scenario are presented

in Fig. 1, We show the regions excluded by the ATLAS and CMS analyses. In contrast, we also show the yellow and
green regions, which have been excluded by LEP and CDF [35], respectively. Obviously, the LHC has demonstrated
its unique potential to probe the t̃1-"̃0

1 coannihilation scenario.
As the mass splitting mt̃1

"m!̃0
1
becomes smaller, the charm quarks from t̃1 decays become less energetic, and so

do their resulting jets. The only energetic jet must be produced from initial state radiation and is opposite to the
stop pair direction. Thus the large /ET can be successfully reconstructed and used to trigger the signals. Obviously,
for a fixed value of mt̃1

, a smaller mt̃1
" m!̃0

1
means more easily being detected by the monojet + /ET analysis, as

demonstrated in Fig. 1.
The region between the two lines labelled by “mt̃1

= m!̃0
1
+ mc” and by “mt̃1

= 1.2m!̃0
1
” is considered as the

so-called “coannihilation region” and is excluded up to mt̃1
# 150 " 220GeV by the LHC collaborations. The most

stringent limit is put by CMS and can reach up to mt̃1
# 220GeV. The results of ATLAS agree with those obtained

by the CMS. Obviously, with more dataset, like the dateset of 20 fb"1 at
$
s = 8TeV, more parameter region can be

excluded, as shown in Fig. 1.

The only curve done by an experiment in this plot is CDF 

Reinterpreting ATLAS & CMS Monojet results 
assuming stop to c X0 has BR = 100% 
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Is there a limit to the usefulness of SMS? 
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Figure 29: Same as Fig. 27 but now for the light sbottom in the same model (2403883).

43

Figure 27: Sample light stop decay pattern for model 2403883. The numbers in parentheses
label the sparticle masses and the other numbers indicate the branching fractions in percent
for the various decay paths as described in the text.

41

Example from 1206.5800 

If this is what a “typical” spectrum looks like,  
what’s the point of an SMS ? 



Options for Full Models 
•  cMSSM 

–  Is this still worth doing? 

•  pMSSM 
–  Plus: large “coverage” 
–  Cons: not very efficient in providing models that 

•  Satisfy naturalness criteria 
•  Are consistent with higgs 
•  Are consistent with dark matter abundance 
•  Motivate anything other than all hadronic searches 

•  “Natural SUSY” subspace of pMSSM ? 
•  NMSSM ? 
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Looking Ahead 

What is the HL-LHC physics objective? 
What matters to CMS? 
How can pheno help? 

 
A personal perspective 
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Defining the “Future” 
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Isabell Melzer-Pellmann      SUSY Coordination Meeting 31.10.2012 

Timeline for LHC and CMS Upgrades 

Several upgrades planned: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        Already planned, e.g. HCAL/Pixel/L1 TDR              Still to be defined… 

3 

Courtesy of 
I. Gregor  

Lint=50 fb-1 

Lint=300 fb-1 

Lint=3 ab-1 



Big Picture 
•  If we don’t see any new colored particles in 

300/fb @ 14TeV then we won’t see any in 
3000/fb either. 

•  Whatever limit the LHC can place on dark 
matter production sets the minimum energy 
scale worthwhile for the ILC. 
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To me this means there are 2 Questions worth asking. 



Questions worth asking 

•  If we discover an excess in MET+Jets+btags 
(+lepton(s)) in 50/fb @ 13TeV, what phase 2 
detector do we need to build to study this 
excess to understand what we have 
discovered? 

•  What is the discovery reach for pp è nothing? 
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We need help with the first question! 



The help we need (I) 

•  First, let’s pick a “typical” natural susy 
spectrum that satisfies the constraints: 
– Higgs mass and other SM constraints 
– Dark Matter Abundance 
– Feature richness to motivate a wide range of 

detector upgrade studies. 
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Prototype Spectrum 
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The help we need (II) 
•  What can we learn about the underlying physics of such a spectrum 

from measurements of the characteristics of the excess yield? 
–  2,4,6 b-quarks ? 

•  E.g. 2b + MET final state vs 4W + 2b + MET as indication of sbottom branching 
fractions? 

–  Z’s vs Higgs vs γ in the cascades ? 
•  E.g. as indication of the nature of the neutralinos ? tanβ ? 

–  1,2,3,4 and more leptons ? 
•  E.g. presence or absence of low/high pT leptons as indication of mass splittings 

between particles that decay into each other by emitting a W? 
–  Muons (electrons) down to 5 (10)GeV 

•  Same-flavor dileptons below the Z mass as signature of mass differences? 

–  Boosted hadronic decays of W’s or top’s as signature of large mass 
splittings?  

–  Can we distinguish tanβ ~ O(1), O(10), O(100), or even better ? 
–  Anything else you can think of !!! 
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Conclusions 

•  Anybody who tells you the LHC is done with 
its 8TeV searches is just plain wrong. We 
got lot’s of work left to do !!! 

•  What part of the interpretations program 
should we leave for the pheno community? 

•  We need help with charting the course for 
the future !!! 
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